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Summary
This report and grades represent our assessment of the quality of the areas of
performance which were examined during this inspection.
Grades for this care service may change after this inspection following other
regulatory activity. For example, if we have to take enforcement action to make the
service improve, or if we investigate and agree with a complaint someone makes
about the service.

We gave the service these grades
Quality of Care and Support 5
Quality of Environment 4
Quality of Staffing 5
Quality of Management and Leadership 4

Very Good
Good
Very Good
Good

What the service does well
Kids Crew Playgroup is a well organised group who continue to involve parents with
the service. The staff and parents work hard to provide a safe, happy environment for
the children.

What the service could do better
The service will need to look at the entrance door to the playroom as discussed within
the report. The committee will need to talk with other users within the centre to
address the issue of them moving furniture whilst the children are playing.

What the service has done since the last inspection
Since the last visit the manager has started on an SVQ level 4 Managerial qualification
and they have also attended various training events

Conclusion
Overall a well run service with a dedicated staff team who are committed to providing
a high quality of care for the children.

Who did this inspection
Jenny Smith
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1 About the service we inspected
The group operates from the Ferryhill Community Centre in Aberdeen. The facility has
a secure entrance and comprises of a playroom, children's toilets, staff toilet, scullery
area, office area and storage room. The group have shared use of the hall. There is car
parking at the rear of the building, as well as a fully enclosed outdoor play area. The
group also have use of the school playing field for outdoor play.
At the time of inspection the group was registered to provide a care service to a
maximum of 22 children aged two and a half years to those not yet attending primary
school. The group operates between the times of 09.30am to 12.00 pm three
mornings per week.
Included within the group's aims were:
"To provide a safe and stimulating environment in which the children feel happy and
secure and where leaning is achieved through play".
Social Care and Social Work Improvement Scotland (SCSWIS) known as the Care
Inspectorate is the new regulatory body for care services in Scotland. It will award
grades for services based on the findings of inspections. The history of grades that
services have previously been awarded by the Care Commission will also be available
on the Care Inspectorate website - www.careinspectorate.com
This service was deemed registered with the new regulatory body on 1 April 2011.
Based on the findings of this inspection this service has been awarded the following
grades:
Quality of Care and Support - Grade 5 - Very Good
Quality of Environment - Grade 4 - Good
Quality of Staffing - Grade 5 - Very Good
Quality of Management and Leadership - Grade 4 - Good
This report and grades represent our assessment of the quality of the areas of
performance which were examined during this inspection.
Grades for this care service may change following other regulatory activity. You can
find the most up-to-date grades for this service by visiting our website
www.scswis.com or by calling us on 0845 600 9527 or visiting one of our offices.
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2 How we inspected this service
The level of inspection we carried out
In this service we carried out a low intensity inspection. We carry out these
inspections when we are satisfied that services are working hard to provide
consistently high standards of care.

What we did during the inspection
This report was written following an unannounced inspection. It was carried out by
Inspector, Jenny Smith. The inspection took place on the morning of Friday 15 June
2012.
The service sent an annual return and a self-assessment form, as requested by us.
We issued seven care standards questionnaires to parents and carers of children using
the service. Four completed questionnaires were returned before the inspection.
In this inspection we gathered evidence from various sources, including the service
policies, procedures, records and other documents as well as:
. evidence from the service's most recent self assessment
. the evidence file
. discussion with the manager and staff
. observation of the children at play
. observing practice
. viewing the environment and equipment.
Feedback was given to the manager following the visit.

Grading the service against quality themes and statements
We inspect and grade elements of care that we call 'quality themes'. For example,
one of the quality themes we might look at is 'Quality of care and support'. Under
each quality theme are 'quality statements' which describe what a service should be
doing well for that theme. We grade how the service performs against the quality
themes and statements.
Details of what we found are in Section 3: The inspection
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Inspection Focus Areas (IFAs)
In any year we may decide on specific aspects of care to focus on during our
inspections. These are extra checks we make on top of all the normal ones we make
during inspection. We do this to gather information about the quality of these aspects
of care on a national basis. Where we have examined an inspection focus area we will
clearly identify it under the relevant quality statement.

Fire safety issues
We do not regulate fire safety. Local fire and rescue services are responsible for
checking services. However, where significant fire safety issues become apparent, we
will alert the relevant fire and rescue services so they may consider what action to
take. You can find out more about care services' responsibilities for fire safety at
www.firelawscotland.org
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What the service has done to meet any recommendations we made
at our last inspection
There were no recommendation made in the last inspection report.

The annual return
Every year all care services must complete an 'annual return' form to make sure the
information we hold is up to date. We also use annual returns to decide how we will
inspect the service.
Annual Return Received: Yes - Electronic

Comments on Self Assessment
Every year all care services must complete a 'self assessment' form telling us how
their service is performing. We check to make sure this assessment is accurate.
Satisfactorily completed on-line and gave a description of their service. The service
had also included areas they planned to improve.

Taking the views of people using the care service into account
During the visit the Inspector took time to talk with some of the young children
present. When asked if they enjoyed coming to the playgroup they all confirmed that
they did. When asked what they liked best there were various comments, mainly
about their favourite activities.

Taking carers' views into account
The Inspector talked with the two parents helpers on duty as well as five parents and
carers during this visit (a total of seven. When asked they said they were very happy
with the group and many said they really enjoyed being part of the group as helpers.
They all thought very highly of the staff describing them as "lovely" and "great".
One parent described the group as:
"Lovely little group - kids enjoy it".
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We also took into consideration the completed care standards questionnaires and
these indicated that parents were happy with the service provided.
There was one written comment which said:
"Suzanne and Mazeda have helped my son come out of his shell since starting
playgroup back in August 2011. His speech, confidence and behaviour have all come
on brilliantly and I put it down to the time and care he receives while in playgroup".
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3 The inspection
We looked at how the service performs against the following quality themes and
statements. Here are the details of what we found.

Quality Theme 1: Quality of Care and Support
Grade awarded for this theme: 5 - Very Good
Statement 1
We ensure that service users and carers participate in assessing and improving the
quality of the care and support provided by the service.
Service strengths
The findings in this section are based on Quality Statements 1.1 and 1.3.
Kids Crew Playgroup was found to have a very good performance in relation to this
statement.
Evidence was found after:
. talking with the manager and staff
. talking with the two parent helpers on duty
. brief interviews with five parents and carers
. observation of practice
. looking at service records
. considering the completed care standards questionnaires we received.
Kids Crew Playgroup had included within the aims of the service:
"To establish partnerships with parents by effectively sharing information on
children's experiences and learning, respecting their role as key educators and
building on this to support the children to achieve their maximum potential".
The service had an information booklet for new parents and carers. This held lots of
information for parents and carers about the service as well as their role in the group.
During the visit some parents and carers were asked if they found this helpful when
their child first started at the group. All stated that this was very helpful and that
they had the chance to visit the group before their child started. They also said that
staff were very good at explaining what they needed to know.
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The parents told us that the settling-in regime was very good with staff encouraging
them to stay until their child was happy to stay by themselves. The parents were
asked to complete information sheets about their child to help staff get to know them
and meet their various needs.
The parents who were interviewed during the visit described Kids Crew Playgroup as:
"really good" and
"great for the kiddies".
They said they were happy with the staff who were easy to talk to and really very
helpful. They all commented on how happy the children were, which they considered
to be the most important. Parents confirmed they could attend committee meetings.
Staff were observed talking with parents and carers at the end of the session in an
easy manner.
The four returned care standards questionnaires indicated that parents and carers
were very happy with the service.
Children's Involvement
The service had noted on the self-assessment document:
"The children help with the decisions. They choose activities, free play and physical
activities".
The children's views were sought through circle time and more informally during the
day and snack time. Staff asked the children for their opinion and valued their
comments. Staff had built up good relationships with both parents and carers as well
as the children. A warm and happy atmosphere was noted.
Areas for improvement
The service had noted on the self-assessment document:
"Update exit questionnaires and use earlier in the year".
During the visit the manager stated that they were in the process of giving out
questionnaires which would be before the end of term but that they had looked at
doing this at another time. She said that if these were given out in the third term the
current parent and carers would be able to benefit from any changes that were
implemented as a direct result of their suggestions.
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Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good
Number of requirements: 0
Number of recommendations: 0
Statement 3
We ensure that service user's health and wellbeing needs are met.
Service strengths
Kids Crew Playgroup was found to have a very good performance in relation to this
statement.
Evidence was found after:
. talking with the manager and staff
. talking with the two parent helpers on duty
. brief interviews with five parents and carers
. observation of practice
. looking at service records
. considering the completed care standards questionnaires we received.
The service had included within the aims of their service:
"To promote the welfare of children".
Health and wellbeing was included within the planning regime. The manager stated
that it was very much part of their daily running. Staff knew the children in their care
well and were noted to be aware of their individual needs and interests.
The service used the SPPA format for policies and procedures. They had an
appropriate selection of policies and procedures in relation to health and safety
including:
. infection control
. administration of medication
. child protection
. and risk assessment.
Healthy eating was encouraged and all staff had attended training on nutrition as
well as food hygiene. The snack provided was healthy and they had milk or water to
drink. Evidence was seen of involvement in the National Pre-school tooth-brushing
programme.
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During this visit the staff and adults on duty supervised the children well and gently
reminded them to take care and show consideration for others. There was an
appropriate risk assessment regime in place. There was an appropriate method of
recording any accident and incidents.
There was an appropriate behaviour policy in place with staff being excellent role
models in relation to behaviour and manners. Manners were encouraged as well as
simple clear explanations as to why some types of behaviour were not allowed.
Children were familiar with routines.
The children had regular access to fresh air and exercise. On the day of the
inspection they enjoyed a session in the school playing field next door. They also had
regular access to the large gym hall within the centre.
Areas for improvement
The self-assessment stated:
"To continue to look at new ways of promoting health".
Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good
Number of requirements: 0
Number of recommendations: 0
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Quality Theme 2: Quality of Environment
Grade awarded for this theme: 4 - Good
Statement 1
We ensure that service users and carers participate in assessing and improving the
quality of the environment within the service.
Service strengths
The findings in this section are based on Quality Statements 2.1 and 2.5.
Kids Crew Playgroup was found to be performing to a very good standard in relation
to service user and carer involvement in assessing and improving the quality of the
environment.
Evidence found after:
. talking with the manager and other member of staff
. brief interviews with five of the parents and carers
. talking with the two parent helpers on duty
. looking at the service records
. consideration of the completed care standards questionnaires.
The service had included in their aims:
"To provide a safe and stimulating environment in which children feel happy and
secure and where learning is achieved through play".
The aims were displayed in the playroom and also included in the playgroup
information booklet for parents and carers.
The parents had opportunities to be "hands on" within the group and most worked
regularly as a parent helper. The group had two parents helping each day, therefore,
were very involved in the physical setting up and tidying away daily. The service was
run by a committee of parents who had input into ordering new resources when
necessary.
Overall Kids Crew Playgroup had a good level of safety and security. The group were
situated within a very busy community centre and, therefore, shared the area with
other groups. The manager said this affected what they could do for example their
wall displays might be damaged. There was a busy entrance area and café. The
playroom led off from there.
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When parents and carers were asked if they were happy with the environment and
thought it safe - they stated that they were. They said it was safe and secure. Several
of the parents and carers said there was always a good range of activities and they
used outdoors most days. During the visit the children enjoyed a session in the
school playing field.
During the session several of the children asked for different activities which staff very
quickly took out for them. The manager said that they could not have as much out as
they would have liked due to having to set out and tidy away daily. However, if
children wanted other toys or activities they normally could provide this or would plan
to provide this at the next session.
Areas for improvement
The manager said that they were always looking for new ideas or ways to improve
their setting. All changes were discussed during committee meetings and, therefore,
parents and carers were involved in what was decided.
Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good
Number of requirements: 0
Number of recommendations: 0
Statement 5
The accommodation and resources are suitable for the needs of the service users.
Service strengths
Overall the service was performing to a good standard in relation to the
accommodation and resources being suitable for the needs of the service users.
Evidence was found after:
. talking with the manager and other member of staff
. brief interviews with five of the parents and carers
. talking with the two parent helpers on duty
. looking at the premises indoors and outdoors
. consideration of the completed care standards questionnaires.
The group operated from a well used community centre. They used a playroom and
also had use of the large hall area which they used on a Wednesday. There was a
door leading directly outside though they did not use this as an "outdoor classroom"
due to the layout of the outdoor area and the younger age of the children attending.
There was a play area which they used. They used the fully enclosed school playing
field next to the centre and the staff considered this to be of huge benefit to their
service.
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Credit must be given to the hard-working staff and parent helpers who have to set
out and tidy away each day the playgroup operates. They also have to make sure
the areas have been cleaned after the children have left. This is no mean feat
and shows their dedication to the group in trying to create a stimulating play area
where young children can learn as they play.
There was a good level of safety and security, both indoors and out. Risk assessments
were completed regularly. The equipment was regularly tested and fire safety was in
accordance with current fire law. The play equipment was age appropriate and in a
good condition. There was a very good standard of hygiene and cleanliness noted.
The main playroom was bright and had been decorated with samples of the children's
art and craft work. There were interest displays related to current topics. The
resources were well organised and safely stored throughout the area. Staff had
divided up the room to create separate "areas" for play. Very good use was made of
the available play space.
The children also had use of the hall for physical play and the outdoor play area. Staff
also took the children out for walks and outings in the local area. They involved the
parents as helpers and by asking them to dress their child for play and to provide
warm jackets for outdoors. There were photographs of the children enjoying a range
of activities and outings.
Evidence was also found within the planning regime, which was curriculum based and
covered the key areas of the children's learning and development. Evaluation was
regular and detailed. Staff had created a warm, welcoming and stimulating learning
environment for the children.
During the visit the Inspector talked with some of the children. Children were
observed to be very busy with their chosen activities. When asked if they liked
coming to Kids Crew Playgroup they said that they did and had "good fun" whilst
there.
Areas for improvement
There were some areas which would need to be looked at. At one point one child
almost opened the door into the centre. The manager stated they were always
observant and very careful with the door and at times asked one of the helpers to
stand by the door if children were trying to open this. The door was a fire door,
therefore, they could not block it. We talked about the use of stairgates as these can
be opened in an emergency and the Inspector told the manager of a larger type
which might be used across this area, therefore preventing any risk in this area.
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During the visit staff from other areas in the community centre came into the
playroom and carried large folded tables out. Later they also came into the playroom
and carried several easy chairs out through the play area. This was not good practice
and the Inspector discussed this with the manager during the feedback session.
Whilst it is understood that they share the centre with other users we talked about
the risks to children from moving large items whist they were present. This was not
only a risk but also interrupted their play, therefore, a Recommendation was made
(see Recommendation 1).
Grade awarded for this statement: 4 - Good
Number of requirements: 0
Number of recommendations: 1
Recommendations
1. To revisit the door area and also how they can avoid other people moving large
items whilst the playgroup is operational.
National care standard 2: A safe environment
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Quality Theme 3: Quality of Staffing
Grade awarded for this theme: 5 - Very Good
Statement 1
We ensure that service users and carers participate in assessing and improving the
quality of staffing in the service.
Service strengths
The findings in this section are based on Quality Statements 3.1 and 3.3.
Kids Crew Playgroup was performing to a very good standard in relation to this
statement.
Evidence was found after:
. talking with the manager and staff
. talking with the two parent helpers on duty
. brief interviews with five parents and carers
. looking at records including staffing appraisals
We also looked at the completed care standards questionnaires as well as the
playgroup's own survey from two years ago (no current ones available). Both
questionnaires included several questions on staffing.
There were several very positive comments made by parents and carers during the
visit, two of which was:
"The staff are great".
The self-assessment document noted:
"Parental committee involved in staff reviews and the employment of new staff".
The manager highlighted how the parental committee would be involved with staff
recruitment when this occurred. It was noted that there had been very little changes
within the staff team over the years. The manager also stated that she considered the
consistency of the staff to be a key strength of their service. The manager described
how the parents were involved with the committee and those who were not were
kept up to date with any staffing issues verbally or via minutes from parents'
meetings and the newsletter.
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There was a welcome poster on the notice board which contained photographs of the
staff and their names, as well as their SSSC Registration Certificates and training
certificates. It was noted there was also up to date information within
the information booklet about staff.
Kids Crew Playgroup had a complaint's policy which was displayed within the
premises as well as information on how to contact SCSWIS (Care Inspectorate).
The staff on duty were noted to be warm and caring towards all of the
children. They included everyone in all activities, valued their comments and
news. They worked extremely well together, demonstrating respect and valuing each
other's point of view. The positive staff team was a key strength of this service. They
also had regular staff meetings to plan for the group.
Areas for improvement
During the feedback session we talked about the committee's role with staffing and
the manager stated that they go very good support from the committee. We also
talked about the importance of regular appraisal to make sure they kept up to date,
which the manager stated they did.
Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good
Number of recommendations: 0
Number of requirements: 0
Statement 3
We have a professional, trained and motivated workforce which operates to National
Care Standards, legislation and best practice.
Service strengths
Overall Kids Crew Playgroup was performing to a very good standard in relation to
having a professional, trained and motivated workforce which operated to National
Care Standards, legislation and best practice.
Evidence was found after:
. talking with the manager and staff
. talking with the two parent helpers on duty
. brief interviews with five parents and carers
. looking at records including staff training records.
During the inspection the two members of staff were noted to interact very well with
each other. The staff said that they really enjoyed working at Kids Crew Playgroup and
that their compact staff team was an important part of that.
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Staff stated that they supported each other and this regime suited their service. They
also said that the parental committee was very supportive of them.
Kids Crew Playgroup had a suitable range of policies and procedures which included
safe recruitment and a staff development policy. The staff records were held in a
locked filing box within the service. These were found to be up to date. The staff
development process was regular and all staff confirmed they were given regular
reviews, which were recorded, as well as being able to attend training regularly. The
service had details of all training attended and also dates of when refresher training
was due.
The staff said that they continued to have weekly staff meetings but due to the small
team could talk at any time. The staff meetings enabled them to ensure the group
ran smoothly and everyone was aware of all aspects of the service. Minutes were
taken and action points noted.
During the visit the staff were observed to work well together as a team and each
was aware of their daily tasks. Staff also worked well with the parent helpers on duty
as well as talking freely with parents who arrived to collect their child at the end of
the session.
Registration with the SSSC was discussed during this visit. It was noted that both
members of staff were registered with the SSSC and held appropriate qualifications
for each part of the register (see also area for improvement below). All staff held a
relevant qualification or were working towards one. SSSC Codes of Practice were
available for staff to access.
Areas for improvement
Both members of staff held an SVQ level 3 qualification in childcare. The manager
was currently working towards SVQ level 4 which she needed in order to meet the
condition on her certificate of registration as manager with the SSSC. The manager
stated that she had completed two modules and was approximately half way through
the course. She was aware that she needed to complete this.
Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good
Number of requirements: 0
Number of recommendations: 0
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Quality Theme 4: Quality of Management and Leadership
Grade awarded for this theme: 4 - Good
Statement 1
We ensure that service users and carers participate in assessing and improving the
quality of the management and leadership of the service.
Service strengths
This has been partially report on in Statement 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1.
The findings in this section are based on Quality Statements 4.1 and 4.4.
Kids Crew Playgroup was found to have a very good performance in relation to
ensuring parents and families participated in assessing and improving the
management and leadership of the service.
Evidence was found after:
. talking with the manager and other member of staff
. brief interviews with five of the parents and carers
(which included the current treasurer of the group)
. talking with the two parent helpers on duty
. looking at the service records
. consideration of the completed care standards questionnaires.
When asked how they felt the service was managed parents stated that they thought
it was well run and the day to day running seemed to be very good. They all praised
the staff for their hard work and commitment to the group. Several stated that it was
good to be part of this group and that it had a "nice community feel".
The service was managed by a committee of parents and carers and the manager
said that the current committee was very strong and managed the administration
side of the group really well. The service had various administration procedures in
place which were continued from year to year.
It was noted that within the Information Booklet was the statement:
"As parents and carers are also the decision makers for this group, they are also
required to take an active role in running committee meetings".
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There were regular committee meetings to which every one was invited. The
manager said that every parent was automatically a member once their child started
at the group and they could be as involved as they chose. She also said that everyone
worked together to make sure Kids Crew Playgroup was running well.
The service had a Parental Involvement policy (SPPA) along with a range of other
SPPA policies and procedures which had been reviewed March 2012. There was a
folder with all policies and procedures displayed next to the notice board and
available daily.
The newsletter also provided parents and carers an opportunity to hear how the
service was being managed. The manager stated that they put up to date news in the
newsletters, and notices on the notice boards but the main method of
communication was informal and through daily conversation with people, which
worked well for them.
During the visit the Inspector asked parents and carers if they thought the service was
managed appropriately and all confirmed that it was. They thought it was very well
organised and had no concerns about the service.
Areas for improvement
The service had noted on the self-evaluation document:
As our committee changes regularly is sometimes takes a settling in period for our
parents to get fully up to speed with duties. We need to encourage parents who will
be with us longer to contribute to continuity".
The manager had also placed a note on the policies and procedures folder which
stated:
"Policies may refer to the Care Commission - this is now known as SCSWIS. This
detail will be updated as policies are reviewed". She went on to state that they
planned to add Care Inspectorate to these as and when they needed reviewing or
updating.
Grade awarded for this statement: 5 - Very Good
Number of requirements: 0
Number of recommendations: 0
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Statement 4
We use quality assurance systems and processes which involve service users, carers,
staff and stakeholders to assess the quality of service we provide
Service strengths
This quality statement has been partially reported on in the previous statement 4.1.
Kids Crew Playgroup was found to have a good performance in relation to this
statement.
Evidence was found after:
. talking with the manager and other member of staff
. brief interviews with five of the parents and carers
(which included the current treasurer of the group)
. talking with the two parent helpers on duty
. looking at the service records
. consideration of the completed care standards questionnaires.
Parents and carers who were interviewed confirmed that they were regularly
consulted. They stated they would be happy to approach staff if they had a concern
and felt confident they would look into the matter. The service had a Complaints
Policy, which was shared with parents and carers.
The manager stated that they planned to give out their annual exit questionnaire this
month (copies of the questionnaire format viewed). The manager said these would
be collated and shared with parents. Any issues arising would be discussed during
their committee meetings. The manager stated that the staff meetings were essential
because all aspects of the service were discussed and these meetings were minuted
(viewed).
The service received regular visits from the Pre-school Development Officer and she
stated that any reports or recommendations would be looked at and action taken.
During the visit the manager stated that along with the exit questionnaire to parents
and carers they also asked if they were happy with the service. The exit
questionnaire included a short child's form for the parents to complete with their
child. This was to get the children's opinions and suggestions.
The manager also highlighted that they had really positive relationships with parents
and carers and they believed people would talk with them if they had any issues or
concerns. Again it was stressed that the playgroup had a strong sense of community
and people liked this aspect.
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A copy of the national care standards was available for staff, and the manager stated
that they planned to use the new curriculum for excellence as a guideline. She also
said that she received visits from her SVQ Assessor, who had been present when the
Inspector initially arrived, and that this was also a form of quality assurance.
The group displayed previous inspection reports on the notice board for parents and
carers.
Areas for improvement
During the visit the Inspector could not view last year's exit questionnaires though
the manager did give her 2010 results. This was a concern, therefore, a
recommendation was made (see Recommendation 2). We talked about the
importance of making sure these were available.
The manager also said that they had been looking at giving out the questionnaires
earlier - perhaps January or February each year so that the parents from the current
year could make suggestions and then see them being put in place.
Grade awarded for this statement: 4 - Good
Number of requirements: 0
Number of recommendations: 1
Recommendations
1. To continue with plans to give out this year's exit questionnaire in order to gain
parents, carers and the children's points of view.
National care standard 14: A well-managed service.
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4 Other information
Complaints
No complaints have been upheld, or partially upheld, since the last inspection.

Enforcements
We have taken no enforcement action against this care service since the last
inspection.

Additional Information
Action Plan
Failure to submit an appropriate action plan within the required timescale, including
any agreed extension, where requirements and recommendations have been made,
will result in SCSWIS re-grading the Quality Statement within the Management and
Leadership Theme as unsatisfactory (1). This will result in the Quality Theme for
Management and Leadership being re-graded as Unsatisfactory (1).
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5 Summary of grades
Quality of Care and Support - 5 - Very Good
Statement 1

5 - Very Good

Statement 3

5 - Very Good

Quality of Environment - 4 - Good
Statement 1

5 - Very Good

Statement 5

4 - Good

Quality of Staffing - 5 - Very Good
Statement 1

5 - Very Good

Statement 3

5 - Very Good

Quality of Management and Leadership - 4 - Good
Statement 1

5 - Very Good

Statement 4

4 - Good

6 Inspection and grading history
Date

Type

Gradings

28 Jan 2011

Unannounced

Care and support
Environment
Staffing
Management and Leadership

5 - Very Good
Not Assessed
Not Assessed
Not Assessed

11 Nov 2009

Unannounced

Care and support
Environment
Staffing
Management and Leadership

5 - Very Good
Not Assessed
4 - Good
Not Assessed

25 Mar 2009

Unannounced

Care and support
Environment
Staffing
Management and Leadership

5 - Very Good
5 - Very Good
4 - Good
5 - Very Good
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Inspection report continued
All inspections and grades before 1 April 2011 are those reported by the former
regulator of care services, the Care Commission.
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Inspection report continued
To find out more about our inspections and inspection reports
Read our leaflet 'How we inspect'. You can download it from our website or ask us to
send you a copy by telephoning us on 0845 600 9527.
This inspection report is published by SCSWIS. You can get more copies of this report
and others by downloading it from our website:
www.scswis.com or by telephoning 0845 600 9527.

Translations and alternative formats
This inspection report is available in other languages and formats on request.

Telephone: 0845 600 9527
Email: enquiries@scswis.com
Web: www.scswis.com
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